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ENDERMOLOGIE  $150
ADD TO ANY BODY TREATMENT  $120

Ever wonder how some of  the top celebrities in the 
world seem to have no cellulite and perfect bodies? More 
than a treatment, Endermologie is a lifestyle adopted 
by women for more than 30 years! Endermologie is a 
technique that stimulates skin and fat tissue to soften 
them and make them less fibrous. At the same time, this 
stimulation helps to release fat and to activate blood 
and lymphatic circulation. The result, diminished 
appearances of  cellulite, smoother and firmer skin, and 
a more harmonious figure.

* Required one time fee for personal body suit $50

P50 BODY POLISH
$250 

A new skin in less than an hour! This treatment 
is great for dry and dehydrated skin. It is a deeply 
exfoliating treatment that combines fruit acids and 
essential oils with a stimulating exfoliation glove. This 
treatment frees the skin of  dead cells and impurities, 
helps to prevent visible aging and balances the skin. The 
treatment concludes with the application of  a hydrating 
moisturizer that protects the skin from external 
aggressions. Your skin is left luminous, soft, and renewed. 

* Treatment recommended once a month

LE GRANDE BODY TREATMENT
$675

The Le Grande Body Treatment combines all 
of  Ciel’s most luxurious treatments into one, for 
a fully replenishing and restorative experience for 
your skin. Centered around Biologique’s famous 
regenerating and anti-aging Le Grand creme, this 
body treatment hydrates, purifies and energizes the 
epidermis layer while providing genuine cellular 
regrowth for a long lasting and healthy glow. 
Featuring a blissful Aromatherapy Massage, the cult 
classic P50 Body Polish, an Algae Detox Wrap and 
LED light therapy.

Body Treatments
SIGNATURE SLIMMING 
TREATMENT
$385

Specific to the Biologique Recherche skin care line, this 
signature treatment is like nothing else! This signature 
massage uses traditional French techniques to reduce 
cellulite and firm the skin. The specialized essential 
oils and botanical complexes encourage fat breakdown 
while increasing microcirculation in the body.

Diminish the appearance
of  cellulite for smoother, 
firmer skin, and a more 
harmonious figure.

ALGAE DETOX WRAP
$350 

This is an excellent treatment for restoring a 
harmonious silhouette. It begins with a gentle 
exfoliation, followed by a relaxing abdominal massage, 
and finally, a heated algae wrap. Highly detoxifying, it 
simultaneously soothes and relaxes muscles, stimulates 
microcirculation, and dissolves unwanted, localized 
fat. Active marine ingredients produce a thermal effect 
that remineralizes, tones, and purifies the body, and fills 
you with a wonderful sense of  well-being and comfort. 
A perfect treatment for tired travelers.

RECOMMENDED ADD-ON 

P50 Body Polish



Additional Treatments

HYPERBARIC TREATMENT 
$360 PER HOUR

PACKAGE OF 5 FOR $1250

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy enhances the body’s natural 
healing process by delivering oxygen under pressure, 
increasing oxygen content in the blood and in the cerebral 
spinal fluid, and flooding the tissues with oxygen.

Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is most commonly used to 
treat conditions in which tissues have been damaged by 
oxygen deprivation. When oxygen is restored to these 
tissues, much of  the lost function returns. Additionally, 
the treatment also helps to reduce inflammation, promote 
circulation, and nourish your skin.

* Recommended session of  2 hours per treatment. 

IV THERAPY
WHAT IS IV THERAPY?

IV vitamin therapy has been growing in popularity for the last 
decade. It is based on medical and scientific evidence that shows 
IV therapy can help in the prevention and treatment of  a wide 
variety of  diseases and conditions and improve general health and 
overall well-being.

This therapy includes not only vitamins, but other nutrients such 
as minerals, amino acids, and other natural organic compounds 
- given as an intravenous infusion. “IV Nutrient Therapy” is 
actually a more proper description of  this treatment.

Ciel Spa by Pearl Wellness uses only the most advanced therapies 
available to keep you feeling your best. Our extensive selection 
of  intravenous nutrient therapies are custom tailored to your 
individual needs. Your treatment is administered by one of  our 
highly skilled and friendly nurses.

IV THERAPY

TREATMENTS

Beauty Boost 

Frequent Flyer

Pretox & Detox

Myers’ Cocktail

Immune Boost

Hangover Relief

A customized IV therapy treatment can be 
formulated based on your unique needs. 

* Starting at $500

Ciel Spa uses only 
the most advanced 
therapies available 
to keep you feeling 
your best.



DEEP TISSUE
60/90 MIN $210/$295

This therapeutic massage concentrates on the deeper 
layers of  your muscles, tendons, and fascia. During this 
massage a specific cream is used to help with chronic 
muscle pain and tension while increasing relaxation 
and improving range of  motion. 

LYMPHATIC MASSAGE
60/90 MIN  $295/$410

Embrace your body by stimulating the 
removal of  waste from within. This 
gentle, relaxing massage encourages the 
movement of  fluid toward the lymph 
nodes which promotes and stimulates the 
body’s natural detox process. This massage 
uses the Biologique Recherche oil blend 
Sous-Ombilicale which is specifically 
designed to assist the lymphatic system in 
drainage and detoxification. Reduce stress 
while unblocking a sluggish system and 
energizing the body.

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE 
AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE  
60/90 MIN $250/$340

Indulge your senses with one of  our unique Biologique 
Recherche pure essential oil blends. This one of  a kind 
aromatherapy massage will lift your spirit from within 
and take you on a botanical adventure.  

HOT STONE
60/90 MIN $240/$345 

Fall into deep relaxation and melt the tension away with 
this full body hot stone therapy.  Our trained therapists 
use the hot stones to assist in reducing muscle tension so 
your mind can unwind.

CIEL SIGNATURE MASSAGE
60/90 MIN $195/$275

This Swedish style, circulatory massage will 
relax the body and de-stress the mind. Improve 
your overall sense of  well-being, and restore 
vital energy. Go on a leisurely experience like 
never before.

Massage COUPLES PARADISE
60/90 MIN $410/$550 

DEEP TISSUE 

60/90 MIN $420/$590 

Enjoy the company of  your significant other, 
while simultaneously relaxing at the hands of  our 
experienced massage therapists. During this massage 
a specific cream is applied to enhance relaxation and 
soothe muscles. Go on a getaway with your loved one. 

SWEET LOVING SOULS
$750

This pampering and relaxing luxury spa package for 
two begins with a romantic soak in our side-by-side 
couples bath with a glass of  Champagne, followed by 
a comforting 90-minute Ciel Signature Massage with 
hot stones.

SPA ESCAPE
$475

Spend some invaluable, “me time” at Ciel Spa. 
Enjoy a glass of  champagne in our dreamy lounge 
and relax with our 60-minute Ciel Signature 
Massage and VIP 02 facial to truly escape 
everyday stresses.

Lymph Lift (for Face) $100

Foot Massage 30 MIN $100

Hand Massage 30 MIN $100

Hot Stone Full Body $70  Half  Body $35

CBD Add-on $150

Hand Scrub $35

Foot Scrub $35

Back Scrub $75

Collagen for Face $55

Collagen for Face and Neck $85

Massage add-ons:
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THE SKIN INSTANT & VISIO LAB
COMPLIMENTARY

This is a skin care consultation that begins with a 
thorough examination of  the skin using Biologique 
Recherche’s patented Skin Instant Lab and Visio 
Lab. This process uses the Skin Instant Lab’s 
specialized probes to determine the skin’s needs 
while the Visio Lab takes a visual diagnosis of  the 
skin to monitor changes overtime such as aging 
and sun damage. This unique analysis allows our 
experienced estheticians to customize a personalized 
skin care routine for you.

* Must book in advance

Facial Treatments
LE LIFT 
$295

This is a deeply exfoliating treatment that lifts 
and tones skin. The use of  natural sea crystals 
eliminates dead cells to promote oxygenation. 
Together with smoothing, pinching, vibrating 
and modeling movements, this treatment 
stimulates the epidermis and rebalances the skin 
on the face.  You are left with a more refined and 
luminous look.

REMODELING FACE 
MACHINE  $395

Wider looking eyes, more pronounced 
cheekbones, less marked wrinkles and a 
more clearly defined facial contour; just 
some of  the effects produced by Biologique 
Recherche’s state of  the art Remodeling 
Machine. The combination of  four currents 
(galvanic, medium and high frequencies, and 
electroporation) sculpts the facial structure. 
Visible results can be seen immediately.

CIEL CUSTOM FACIAL  
$210

Designed with your skin in mind, after a thorough 
analysis, the esthetician will address any number 
of  skin conditions, including aging, pigmentation, 
acne, and sensitive skin types. Includes cleansing 
and exfoliation while incorporating the appropriate 
skin treatments dependent on your specific needs.  
Experience why Biologique Recherche has a cult-
like following and fall in love with your skin!

CUSTOMIZED ADD-ONS 

Customized LED light (based on Skin Instant) $75
Collagen Mask for Face $55
Collagen Mask for Face and Neck $85
Cold Mask $55
Pigmentation Mask $55
Pigmentation Booster $55
Caviar Mask $100
Eye Treatment $40
Extractions $60

LE SOIN LISSANT 
$295

This unique hydrating treatment stimulates 
the skin’s natural defense system and thus 
maintains the skin’s youth. The marriage of  
sculpting movements and pulsing strokes in 
combination with concentrations of  active 
ingredients renews and unifies the skin. This 
three-dimensional treatment leaves skin visibly 
lifted and de-stressed.

RECOMMENDED ADD-ONS

LED Light $75
Collagen Mask for Face $85
Cold Mask $55

DOUBLE LIFT FACIAL
$475

The best of  two worlds! Combine either the 
Le Soin Lissant or Le Lift with Biologique 
Recherche’s Remodeling Face Machine to 
boost and restore elasticity of  the skin.

CUSTOMIZED ADD-ONS

Combine all Three Treatments $150
Collagen for Face $55
Collagen for Face and Neck $85
Cold Mask $55



face
SECOND SKIN TREATMENT
$395

This intense, regenerating treatment is a new 
anti-aging alternative to facial fillers. Sterile 
electrospun hyaluronic acid patches are 
custom fitted to target areas and massaged 
in with serum until absorbed. The treatment 
results in plumper and more hydrated skin.

BOOSTER VIP 02 FACIAL
$295

This luxurious oxygenating and balancing ritual 
features a perfect combination of  micro-exfoliation, 
oxygenation and bio-energy massages. You are 
left with healthy, revitalized, glowing skin. This 
refreshing treatment breathes beauty into your skin. 

Stimulate tissues at 
a cellular level to 
naturally restore your 
skin’s firmness and 
smooth away lines 
and wrinkles.

Deep clean and tighten the skin’s pores while accelerating the 
healing of  skin imperfections. The end result leaves you with skin 
that is cleaner, healthier, and rebalanced.

RED CARPET LE GRANDE
$775

This revolutionary facial experience will give you the 
red carpet look in just one session. By using needle-
free Mesotherapy your skin will be detoxified, 
brightened and tightened. Our expert esthetician 
will create a custom cocktail of  Biologique 
Recherche serums and masks suited to your specific 
skin instant needs to hydrate, lift and resculpt. For a 
finishing touch, we provide LED light therapy and 
a custom massage.

MESOTHERAPY 
$350

No Needling Micro-Needling Facial Mesotherapy will 
simulate the functions of  the Fibroblasts (Collagen 
cells) for improved skin tone and microcirculation 
for reduced water retention to provide improved cell 
nourishment and detoxification. If  you want your skin 
to look younger, more hydrated and plumped, then this 
is the facial for you.

RECOMMENDED ADD-ON

Serum Cocktail d’Actifs Regenerants $150
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HAIR CUT & STYLE
STARTING AT $300

“It’s all in the cut!” Consult with an experienced 
stylist to figure out what best fits your hair texture, 
density, and lifestyle. Follow up with a customized 
shampoo and conditioner and finish with our 
Signature Blowout. 

SIGNATURE STYLING
STARTING AT $250

Make your look even more refined with this artistic 
service. Consult with an experienced stylist about 
the creative process to achieve your desired look and 
complement your special occasion.

HIGHLIGHTS
STARTING AT $375

Give your hair depth, dimension, and shine 
with beautiful highlights! Enhance your hair 
with the illusion of  color. Darker or lighter, 
lowlights or highlights, together you and 
your stylist will play with color to achieve 
the best results for your skin tone, hair 
texture, and density.

BALAYAGE/OMBRE
STARTING AT $400

Look fashionable and sexy with this low 
maintenance service. Whether you want soft 
natural highlights or something with a little 
kick, you are sure to have beautiful hair.

SINGLE PROCESS COLOR

This transformational service is all about you! Talk 
things over with a stylist and figure out together what 
will best complement you. 

ROOTS STARTING AT $175

ROOTS TO ENDS STARTING AT $250

DOUBLE PROCESS STARTING AT $300

HAIR CUT & STYLE 
$150

This service begins with a style consultation 
followed by a custom shampoo and conditioner. 
Finish up with scissors or clippers.

Hair for Her Hair for Him

CIEL SIGNATURE BLOWOUT
$125 / EXTENSIONS $175

Spoil your hair with this posh service. Get 
shampooed and conditioned with products 
customized for your specific hair needs, followed 
by our Signature Blowout.

ADD-ONS

Waves or Curls $75

Scalp treatment $95

Hair treatment $95

Additional Hair
Treatments
JUST A WASH
$55 

This treatment is just what you think it is. Just 
a wash! Sit back and have your hair shampooed 
and conditioned with products picked out for 
your specific hair needs.



Take a seat and have an 
expert emphasize your 
natural beauty.

Beauty Bar

Makeup Services Waxing Services

MAKEUP AT CIEL 

$250

WEDDING MAKEUP

$450

Attention to detail is key! Professional makeup 
is an art form. Take a seat and have an 
expert emphasize your natural beauty.

Eyebrows  $50

Lip  $15

Chin  $20

Side of  Face  $25

Hairline  $20

Full Arms  $75

Half  Arms  $60

Half  Leg  $55

Full Leg  $90

Bikini  $60

Brazilian  $80

Back  $90

Underarms  $30

Shoulders  $50

Chest  $55

Stomach  $50

Buttocks  $30

Manicure  $60

Pedicure  $100

Ciel Manicure  $100

Ciel Pedicure  $150

Gel Manicure  $90

Gel Pedicure  $130

Gel Removal  $25

Callus Remover  $25

Fix Nail  $8

Polish Change  $40

French Polish  $20

Hand/Foot Scrub  $25

Nail Design  $10

Paraffin Wax  $25

Acrylic Set  $150

Acrylic Fill  $120

Nail Services



cielPlease arrive at least 15 minutes before your scheduled appointment time to prepare 
for your treatment.

Please power down mobile devices before entering the treatment rooms.

We have a 24 hour cancellation policy. Same day cancellations are charged 50% of  
treatment price and no-shows are charged full price.

Arriving late will simply limit the time of  your treatment, thus lessening its 
effectiveness and your pleasure. Your treatment will end on time so the next guest 
will not be delayed. The full value of  your treatment will be charged.

20% suggested gratuity included.
5% service charge added.

In Preparation for all Treatments
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